


This is one book EMC software employees
should never be without.

It’s your guide to The League of Software Superheroes. Who they are. Why they 
got together. What their mission is. How they keep their breath minty fresh.

The League of Software Superheroes is a group of allegedly fictional characters
who personify the very best qualities of all EMC software employees. Their mission
is to create a sense of unity and identity for the EMC Software Group and to 
reinforce the values we must embrace to be successful.

First and foremost is an unwavering commitment to our customers. The League 
of Software Superheroes never loses sight of that objective. But they also help us
focus on other goals. Software Superheroes know that there’s strength in unity.
They understand the importance of knowing our identity—both as part of the EMC
Software Group and as employees of EMC. They keep us motivated and on the right
track through timely announcements of goals and achievements. And they remind
us that kicking butt in the world of software can be fun too.

Do not be surprised to receive an important communiqué
from one of the Software Superheroes.

It may pop up in your e-mail. It may show up in your mailbox. The Software
Superheroes value open communication on topics like branding and acquisitions.
They may even invite you to join them in their mission to unite EMC software employ-
ees, protect our customers, and teach our unruly competitors to behave themselves.

So when the League of Software Superheroes knocks on your door, be ready to
throw off those Clark Kent spectacles, let your hair down, and get heroic.
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WHAT MAKES HIM TICK

Confident businessman by day, Dirk
DeWow is ready at a moment’s notice 
to transform into the Unifier, leader 
extraordinaire of the League of Software
Superheroes. Just as Dirk’s leadership
unites us all into one seamless software
powerhouse, so the Unifier marshals the
individual superheroes who together can
overpower our evil competitors, protect our
customers, and energize employees with 
a single vision and direction.

WHY WE LIKE HIM

Dirk is our fearless leader with laser-like
vision for the future. As the Unifier, he radi-
ates optimism and dispels gloom. His pierc-
ing vision is also his secret weapon: He can
focus it as a magnifying glass focuses the
sun’s rays and burn through steel walls, 

a villain’s disguise, a shroud of mystery, 
red tape—even marketing spin.

FATAL FLAW?

It’s true. Even superheroes and their 
alter-egos get an occasional pimple—
though they, like us, don’t like to talk about 
it. In Dirk’s case, his flaw is a weakness 
for Philly cheesesteaks. But can you blame
him? Greasy, fatty, cheesy—what’s not 
to like?

SENSITIVE MAN

A tough guy like the Unifier can also be a
sensitive, modern man. As Dirk DeWow, he’s
deeply concerned about the welfare of cus-
tomers and employees. As the Unifier, he’s
making tights for men fashionable again.

DIRK DEWOW AS

THE LEAGUE’S LEADER AND CHAMPION

TC YEE AS

WHAT MAKES HER TICK

TC Yee is our customer advocate. She’s 
an excellent listener who helps customers
find solutions to their problems, always in
the interest of improving the Total Customer
Experience. But where TC is sensitive,
diplomatic, and thoughtful, the Advocate is
gritty, determined, and tough as nails. She’s
our champion of customers, defending
them against malicious competitors that
would lead them astray.

WHY WE LIKE HER

TC may have a quiet outward appearance,
but she also practices martial arts under 
a Shaolin master to keep physically and
mentally sharp so she can fight for our cus-
tomers. Bad guys beware. Make a move
against our clientele and she’s on you like 
a cheap suit.

FATAL FLAW?

In a word: shoes. She may have an endless
assortment for every butt-kicking situation,
but she still can’t pass up a Nordstrom sale.

ONE FOR THE ROAD

The Advocate rides a heart-stopping 
Ducati 999, black as night and just as bad.
With over 150 horses galloping in its twin
cylinders, that bike will ride down the most
cowardly competitor. You might as well turn
yourself in if the Advocate is on your trail.

KICKING THE COMPETITION’S BUTT SINCE 1991

She’s our champion 
of customers, defending 
them against malicious 

competitors.
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WILLIAM FENCE,
PhD AS

NIGEL SMYTH AS

THE THINKING MAN’S TOUGH GUY

WHAT MAKES HIM TICK

The company’s great communicator, Nigel
Smyth dispenses info about branding and
identity. Nigel is the epitome of optimism
with the power of persuasion. As Thunder
Flash, he is constantly battling rumor, 
negative feelings, and bad attitudes, and 
he defeats them through his inimitable,
never-say-quit optimism.

WHY WE LIKE HIM

You might as well ask, why do we own
iPods? Why do we spend money on a nice
pair of jeans? Why are we fascinated by
celebrities? Nigel is the essence of hip, the
epitome of urbane, the personification of
cool. Add a healthy dose of bling, and 
that’s Thunder Flash.

FATAL FLAW?

Thunder Flash has one weakness: country
music. Not a pretty sight. Try to imagine 
Eminem getting his groove on at a good 
ole fashioned, barn-stompin’ hoe down. 
It’s painful to think about.

IN TUNE WITH THE TIMES

Nigel has his finger on the pulse of corpo-
rate culture. He does more than simply
manage PR; he’s responsible for projecting
a positive image for the company and its
software products. He also does community
outreach and supports charities that help
people who suffer from tone deafness.

A HERO WITH THE POWER OF PERSUASION

WHAT MAKES HIM TICK

Clean-cut and friendly, William Fence, PhD 
is the genius behind software development.
But his humble demeanor can be deceptive.
When called to action, he becomes Captain
Innovato—super programmer on a mission
to cure cancer, save mankind, and stop 
evil in its tracks.

WHY WE LIKE HIM

Known for being open minded, William
Fence, PhD always makes you feel wel-
come and included. He may have a pocket
protector stuffed to overflowing with
strange devices, but behind the lab coat
and glasses is a genuinely caring person
who leads a team of loyal and devoted 
software developers.

FATAL FLAW?

Captain Innovato’s fatal flaw is his fascina-
tion with blogs. He’s never met one he didn’t
respond to. Villains who know Capt.
Innovato’s susceptibility may attempt to 
distract him by posing a discussion that
deconstructs the perceived benefits of
open source coding from a post-modern
perspective. Thrilling stuff.

INNOVATIVE, YET PRACTICAL

Always thinking, always creating, William
Fence, PhD will never rest while there are
customers to help and competitors to van-
quish. His secret weapon? A can of Acme
super bug spray for killing particularly
nasty viruses and software bugs. It also
defeats halitosis.
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BYTE BYTE AS

THE MOTHERSHIP

Whenever our superheroes find themselves
in a bind that even they hadn’t anticipated,
it’s just a quick call to the Mothership for
reinforcements. With trumpets blaring (film
score by John Williams), here come the
cavalry, ready to dispatch the fiercest com-
petitor. The backup and expertise that the
Mothership provides is often just the thing
a customer needs to know that it has the
full commitment and support of EMC. And
for employees, the Mothership is a vital
resource; it’s like having an endless supply
of lives in your favorite video game.

INFORMATION’S BEST FRIEND

WHAT MAKES HIM TICK

Loyal, steadfast, and true, Byte Byte is 
the kind of friend you can always count 
on. He may have a loveable face, but don’t
underestimate him. At the first sign of trou-
ble, Data Dog springs into action! With a
killer instinct and a vicious bite, Data Dog is
especially tough on our competitors’ ankles.

WHY WE LIKE HIM

Look at that face. Who wouldn’t love 
Byte Byte?

FATAL FLAW?

Chewy chips. What did you expect? 
He is a dog, after all.

LIL’ BOW WOW

A loyal defender, Data Dog is always 
backing up our superheroes, protecting
them the way our software protects critical
information. If he could talk, “I got your
back” is what he’d be telling you right now.
Instead, it’s: “Bark bark. Ruff ruff. Bow
wow. Yipp yipp yipp. Bark. Ruff ruff ruff.”
Same idea, more or less.

WHAT MAKES HIM TICK

Revenge is no stranger to Dr. OpenPest. 
As a teenager from a rival high school, Otto
OpenPest was one of Dirk DeWow’s main
wrestling opponents. His loss to Dirk at the
state wrestling championship turned
OpenPest into a lifelong enemy.

WHY WE DON’T LIKE HIM

Why would we? Dr. OpenPest stands 
for everything we’re against. People who
followed his wrestling career, for example,
often said he resorted to underhanded 
tactics to win his matches. 

FATAL FLAW?

The man is a walking fatal flaw. 

CHAMELEON BY NATURE

When Otto OpenPest vowed revenge on 
Dirk DeWow, his evil plans backfired—and
OpenPest himself was blasted by a bolt of
powerful energy that changed his body’s
chemistry forever. It gave him the ability to
morph, to change personalities at will. He
may appear as a competitor. He may pretend
to be a partner. He may even try to infiltrate
our organization. Next time you meet some-
one in the office and he says, “Hey, I’m the
New Guy!”…Well, just beware.

Loveable face. 
Killer instinct. That’s

our Byte Byte.
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At a remote secret hideout, Dirk DeWow keeps
a constant watch on the world of technology…

The name OpenPest brings back painful
memories from Dirk’s youth…

Celebrating his victory, Dirk and his 
aunt stop by for a cheesesteak sandwich
on their way home.
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With the memory of that fateful day still fresh in his
mind, Dirk summons the other Software Superheroes…

...and leaps into action as the Unifier, leader
of the League of Software Superheroes!

OpenPest carries out his revenge—but
is the victim of his own evil deeds. 
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Meanwhile, our superheroes are hard at
work when each one receives an important
communiqué from the Unifier.
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Later that day, back in
Dirk’s lair...
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As OpenPest prepares to activate the Malaizer...

...the smallest member of the group saves the day.

Dr. Innovato acts quickly and appears later
that day in the office, armed with a new software
application ready for deployment!
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As the news of OpenPest’s defeat
spreads quickly among EMC customers...

...customer sats hit an all-time high.

At the next staff meeting…
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Do your friends refer to you as
Unbelievable Amazing Fantastic
Software Development Girl. Or Mr.
Incredible “I’ll Do Anything For 
Our Customers” Software Support
Representative? Do you practice leap-
ing over tall coffee tables? Have you
ever lifted a software manual with your
bare hands? Do you sometimes wear
your underwear on the outside of your
tights? (Okay, that’s a little weird.)

You might be a superhero too. You 
never know. 

We’re looking for people like you, 
people who do heroic things on a daily
basis. Perhaps you know someone like
that? It might be someone who always
has time to help when you have a
question. Someone who stays late to 

help the team meet its goals. Someone
who brings donuts on Monday morn-
ings. Someone who just seems to make
work a nicer place. Someone we like 
to call an Everyday Superhero.

We all know people like that. People
who do things so well that they often
go unnoticed. That’s what the Everyday
Superhero program is about. It’s not
about grand achievements or big
awards. It is about recognizing those
EMC software employees we all appre-
ciate, just for who they are and the 
little things they do everyday.

If you know someone like that, 
drop us a line. Send a message to
EverydayHero@emc.com and
tell us why this person deserves
a little recognition. And then watch
your e-mail for stories about other
Everyday Superheroes at EMC.
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Like Peter Parker and Clark Kent, Software Superheroes
have day jobs too. Fighting bad guys may be glamorous,
but it doesn’t pay the rent. That’s why periodically you
may encounter one of our heroes working in the office—
replying to e-mail, taking phone calls from customers,
surfing the web, stuff like that.

Recently Nigel Smyth has been working on an internal
communication to help clarify our role as EMC software
employees. Here are a few of his key points. 

Who’s your daddy?

As an EMC employee working on 
software, chances are good you came from
an acquired company. Does this mean
you’re an EMC Dantz employee? An EMC
Documentum employee? Does it mean 
you now work for EMC Software?

The answer is no*. We all work for EMC,
one of the most successful high tech com-
panies in the world. We can take pride in
EMC’s success: it’s built on our success as
EMC employees. And we can be especially
proud of EMC software, the fastest growing
segment of the company. But as EMC soft-
ware employees, we don’t let that success
go to our heads. We still put our tights
on one leg at a time. 

* Special rules apply to groups such as EMC Captiva. Questions? E-mail nigel@emc.com

Let callers know you’re you!

You probably don’t call your own voicemail
message very often so you may not even
realize that it’s 3 years old. But customers,
partners, and vendors do. Now is a great
time to update your voicemail and let them
know that you’re you and you work for
EMC. Nigel’s message might sound like
this: “You’ve reached Nigel Smyth at EMC.
Sorry I missed your call…” 

A signature worth a thousand words

You may not be John Hancock, but your
e-mail signature still carries a lot of weight.
It conveys an important message about
you, about your professionalism, about the
company you work for. That’s why Nigel
recommends a consistent approach, one
that lets people know you work for EMC:

One company, one brand, one love

As Nigel likes to remind us, “A house of
brands can be a house of cards.” That’s
why EMC opts for a strong “master brand”
strategy. EMC software products are part of
that brand, and some are identified by their
product family such as EMC NetWorker, EMC
Documentum, or EMC Captiva. But they’re
all EMC products first and foremost. It’s the
EMC brand that elicits devotion from loyal
customers—and strikes fear into the weak
minds of competitors. 

name
title

group or offering
EMC Corporation
your address

your phone
your e-mail

Nigel Smyth
Manager, PR

EMC Software
EMC Corporation
your address

your phone
your e-mail
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Now you can let the world know where you stand—every time you turn on

your computer. An LSS desktop not only demonstrates your unwavering

pride in your company and your commitment to make EMC the number 1 

software organization in the world!

To download your
League of Software

Superheroes desktop
images, simply send

an e-mail to

LSS_desktop@emc.com

The League of Software Superheroes
may have defeated Dr. OpenPest for now, 
but we must continue to be vigilant on behalf
of our customers lest he strike again.

To be continued…
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